Introduction
There is a rich tradition of "linkage studies" that combine survey data with content analysis data in communication science and, in part, public opinion and political science research. Even though the example used here and several of the published studies are in the realm of political communication, many of the observations, considerations, and challenges also pertain to linkage studies in, for example, campaign assessments and health communication (e.g., Nagelhout et al., 2012) . Some of the original studies date back to the 1970s (e.g., Erbring, Goldenberg, & Miller, 1980) . Shoemaker and Reese (1990) and more recent publications provide a good introduction to the topic (De Vreese, 2014) , an explication of the idea (Schuck, Vliegenthart, & De Vreese, 2016b) , and identification of problems and solutions with respect to measurement error (Scharkow & Bachl, 2016) . These are good publications to consult for additional information.
Why combine content and survey data? The advantages are self-evident. On the one hand, content analyses are revealing about content patterns, but nothing can be said about the implications or even effects. On the other hand, survey data can say a lot about the use of media or about attitudes, "but these attitudes are hard to meaningfully relate to the media without knowing about the contents of the media" (De Vreese, 2014, p. 339) .
The underlying principle is simple. The answer given to a question whether media usage is related to or even affecting a given dependent variable is potentially improved by combining content data and survey data. For example, if there is interest in measuring political knowledge, and one of the knowledge items is about the contents of an ongoing tax reform, a survey-only based study that would find a correlation between reading quality newspaper X and the dependent variable may actually be misleading. What if, in fact, newspaper X did not report about the tax reform? In that case the positive relation between exposure to newspaper X and being informed about the reform is a spurious one and probably only indicative of the fact that knowledgeable persons tend to read paper X.
With a content analysis at their disposal, scholars would be in a much better position to make inferences about the nature of the relationship. If a content analysis would show that paper X indeed reported extensively about the tax reform, we are in a stronger position to make claims about the positive coefficient. If, moreover, paper Y did not report about the reform and being exposed to that paper does not show a relationship with this knowledge measure, this adds confidence to the assumption that it is not exposure to paper X per se that drives this relationship, it is because the content in paper X provided the opportunity to learn this fact. However, this relationship is only substantiated by eyeballing the survey coefficients and the content data.
Some studies rely on exposure measures in surveys to build an argument for specific media effects. Eveland and Scheufele (2000) , for example, related survey-based measures of media exposure from the American National Election Study to tap political knowledge. While theoretically interesting and innovative, such designs say little about the actual impact of the media content and can thus be dubbed "mere exposure studies", i.e., they show a plausible correlation between media usage and an outcome variable. However, as Graber (2004, p. 516) concluded, most scholars do not pay much attention to the actual content of the information that they assume is driving the effect.
An overview of types of linkage studies
Linkages between survey data and media content data can take different forms, each offering advantages and limitations.
Descriptive content and exposure studies
When combining media content data, there are different models and levels to consider. One might describe media content at the aggregate during a longer time period and link this to the development in public opinion during this period. Such studies are either exploratory in nature (e.g., Statham & Tumber, 2013) or aggregate level times series analyses (e.g., Hester & Gibson, 2003; Vliegenthart & Boomgaarden, 2007) . Another option is to describe media content during a period while media exposure is measured in a survey. This will allow the researcher to offer conclusions about the type of media content that was available. This description of media content can either relate to the period before a single cross-sectional survey or it can pertain to the period in between two panel survey waves so as to get a sense of the media coverage between the two survey periods. Such linkages can be described as correlational linkages.
Media content and cross-sectional survey data
A more compelling linkage is provided if a researcher has individual outlet content data and individual level media exposure measures in the survey. The survey items can then be linked, at the individual level, to the contents of the individual media outlets. This idea is not novel (see Erbring et al., 1980; Noelle-Neumann, 1973; Rössler, 1999) , but its application is still limited. Such studies all use media content analyses to enrich the individual level survey exposure measures. This approach is more informed and obviously contains more details about the media content than relying on "empty media exposure variables" specifications only. However, at the end of the day, such an approach still suffers from the general limitations of the cross-sectional survey approach.
Media content and rolling cross-sectional survey data
The rolling cross sectional (RCS) design is a survey design that provides detailed observations of, for example, campaign dynamics. As noted by Johnson and Brady (2002, p. 283) , its essence is to conduct a cross-sectional survey but then use the timing of the interview systematically across the data collection period. It typically involves daily interviews with a sub-set of the sample during a specific period (e.g., an election campaign) and has specific requirements and recommendations for re-contacting respondents. The design was explored as add-ons to the 1984 and 1988 U.S. national election studies and fully developed in the 1988 and subsequent Canadian national election studies (Johnson & Brady, 2002) . It later became a hallmark of the Annenberg National Elections Studies (Romer, Kenski, Winneg, Adasiewicz, & Jamieson, 2006) and has been applied in, for example, the European Parliament Campaign Study in 2009 , and the longitudinal German elections study (Schmitt-Beck, Bytzek, Rittinger, Roßteutscher, & Weßels, 2009 ).
The combination of RCS survey data and media data can take different forms. Aggregate comparisons between developments in public opinion and media content are possible, formal time series comparisons are possible, as are individual level dynamic analyses of the relationship between exposure to media content and a specific dependent variable (see, e.g., Elenbaas, Boomgaarden, Schuck, & De Vreese, 2013) . However, ultimately, the RCS design suffers the same limitation as the cross sectional design in terms of making causal inferences because it is still only a relationship that is established between exposure and an outcome variable rather than an effect (such as withinindividual change).
Media content and panel survey data
A panel survey has the major advantage that it enables the research to study intra-individual change in addition to the change in the sample overall. Panel designs have long played a prominent role in the study of political communication and electoral behavior. A prominent example is Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet's The People's Choice (1944) which relied on a seven-wave, monthly panel survey of residents of Erie County, Ohio. The American national election study has included a panel component since 1948. Panel surveys have the distinct advantage of offering more leverage with regard to change and causality.
The use of panel surveys is on the rise in political communication research. Eveland and Morey (2011) report that in the 1990s an average of two articles were published per year using panel data, but between 2002 and 2006, no less than nine studies in political communication using panel data were published, per year. Panel data can be combined with all sorts of contextual data (such as campaign efforts of political candidates or parties, developments in the economy etc.), but they can also very well be combined with media content data.
An example comes from De Vreese and Semetko (2004) analysis of vote choice in the Danish 2000 euro referendum. They measured media exposure in the panel survey and then weighted the exposure to specific media outlets with information about that outlet's coverage of the referendum in terms of amount and tone of news. This was generated from a systematic content analysis of the major newspapers and television news shows. While controlling for the vote intention at wave 1 (including a lagged measure, see Yanovitzky & Cappella, 2001) , they could thus assess the impact of exposure to media content on the actual vote (assessed at wave 2). In recent years, several studies have relied on panel survey data integrated with media content data, e.g., Bos, Van Der Brug, and De Vreese (2011), Matthes (2012) , . Ultimately, the purpose of this data integration is to improve the estimation of media effects on the one hand, but also to improve the relationship between theory and data on the other (see also Schuck et al., 2016b) .
What do we know? The state of affairs
As evidenced above the basic idea of combining (panel) survey and media data has been around for more than half a century. In a prominent example, Erbring et al. (1980) combined the media exposure measures in the U.S. national election study with a content analysis of daily newspapers.
Front-page articles were coded for the main issue and merged with the survey data by matching each respondent with information about the content in the particular paper the respondent had read. This study also included contextual information on unemployment rates, thereby allowing the researchers to disentangle the contribution of media content and real world variables. As aptly summarized by Erbring and colleagues (1980, p. 21) their study had the benefits of being national in scope, they had actual media content data, a linkage to real-world data, and the ability to link the media and realworld data to the individual level data in the survey. The study also highlighted the importance of spatial variation in content by looking at local news, a point also emphasized later by Schuck et al. (2016a) and Slater (2016) .
Other examples include the extensive study by Kepplinger, Brosius, and Staab (1991) that analyzes public opinion formation about three conflicts in German media. This was done with a sophisticated model that captured both media selection and media effects. They relied on public opinion survey data and a media content analysis in the six months prior to the survey. In assessing the relationship between exposure and opinions they merged the survey data and the content data to create a "specific information index", summing up the information across the media.
As noted by Scharkow and Bachl (2016) , a recent wave of studies has further developed this tradition, often in the combination of panel survey with content analysis. 1 Collectively, this new generation of linkage studies has substantively yielded new insights such as the impact of news coverage on, e.g., public attitudes, knowledge, economic evaluations, and electoral behavior. The studies have shown the conditionality of effects, by either weighing in contextual or individual level factors, and their interactions with media exposure. Methodologically, the studies have developed the linking of survey and content data by bringing in specific content features (e.g., visibility, topics, evaluations of the economy, and political actors), by combining or contrasting content features, and working with different weights (e.g., weighing up recent content).
These advances do not imply that a linkage study is-per se-superior to another approach. This always depends on the question to be answered. Moreover, also a weighted exposure measure may not-per se-perform better empirically. Schuck et al. (2016b) argue why that may not be the case. If a study would assess the impact of newspaper reading on knowledge about a specific political topic, but a content analysis of that newspaper would show virtually no coverage of that specific topic, it would be substantively hard to interpret a positive survey data-based coefficient for a respondent reading this paper. A weighted, potentially non-significant, exposure measure that might reduce the empirical importance of reading the newspaper because of the absence of relevant content would be more meaningful in this case. In short, it is important to measure exposure to specific media content that is congruent with the dependent variable studied.
A couple of developments affect this renewed interest in the linkage approach: (1) the collection of (dynamic) survey data has become better feasible (both in terms of online technologies and web and more recently mobile based data collection). Some of these developments come at the cost of concerns about recruitment, sample bias etc., but it is generally easier to obtain public opinion data that are more dynamic; (2) the development in (automated) content analysis is rapid. Only a decade ago the majority of studies relied fully on human coders, today automated content analyses are gaining ground. Together, the ability to collect more dynamic opinion data and more rapid and large-scale content data, also increase the interest in and enthusiasm for linkage studies.
Getting specific I: What survey items/variables to use?
It is the survey-based exposure measure which is the starting point for thinking about the actual linkage with media content. However, these self-reported exposure measures are often criticized as unreliable. In a nutshell the argument has been that they are so poor that we should rather use knowledge measures as a proxy. Price and Zaller (1993) frame it this way: "If one's goal is to predict reliably whether or not a person has received any particular item of news, we conclude, general political knowledge is clearly the most useful predictor". Indeed it has been convincingly and repeatedly demonstrated that self-reports over-estimate news consumption (e.g., Prior, 2009 ). This is problematic, but it also seems that those who report the most frequent exposure are the ones most exposed, albeit at a too high self-reported level. Self-reports can also be optimized (or made less problematic): The American National Election study assesses days of week and type of medium (Althaus & Tewksbury, 2007) . Even better is asking about specific news outlets (De Vreese & Semetko, 2004; Dilliplane, Goldman, & Mutz, 2013; Slater, 2004) , preferably in combination with an assessment of frequency (Andersen, De Vreese, & Albaek, 2016) . 2 This discussion is still ongoing and also touches on the ambition to include information processing variables and attention measures. 3 The challenge is additionally augmented by current changes in the media landscape. This pertains both the emergence of new information sources (e.g., social media; Gil De Zúñiga, Jung, & Valenzuela, 2012) as well as changing patterns (time/place/platform/device) of consumption. Ceteris paribus, our advice is to include exposure measures in the survey in the most granular and detailed way possible (time and resources permitting) to allow for multiple approaches in subsequent linkages (see discussion below). The exposure measures in the survey should match the selection of outlets that are subsequently subject to the content analysis. Additional survey items measuring e.g. attention to news and/or individual information processing style can be considered as well since they can further extend modelling options in the subsequent linkage.
Getting specific II: What content indicators to use?
On the media content side, there are obviously endless features that could be included. However, ". . . theory is the guiding light to making the actual combination between the two types of data sources" (De Vreese, 2014, p. 339; translated from Danish). To illustrate we might consider which content features to include in studies relying on concepts such as agenda-setting, priming, framing and evaluations. In all cases, some indicator of visibility (of topics or actors) is a likely candidate. After all the visibility of different topics or actors in the news relates to both agenda-setting and priming (salience of topics and salience when assessing actors like the government; see Hopmann, Van Aelst, & Legnante, 2011) . Furthermore, the tone of the news is important to, for instance, understand candidate evaluations and vote intentions/choice. And frames may matter for issue understanding, attitudes, and electoral behavior. The crucial observation is that there is no a priori content feature which is "correct" to include. This really depends on the theoretical question at stake. The theoretical context may also indicate whether it makes sense to consider adjacent or conceptually related features while being cautious if these features correlate, making it hard to disentangle which feature exactly is causing the effect.
In addition to the substantive features (such as issue or actor visibility, tone, frames, etc.; see Table 1 ), one can also consider a range of formal features. These include aspects such as prominence, size/length, or position of news in an outlet. It is a reasonable assumption that prominent or large news stories might have a bigger effect because they are more likely to catch attention. As will become evident below, there is not (yet) a well-established standard for how to consider these formal features along the substantive features (see Geiss, 2016; Wolling, 2002) . At this stage, and at the absence of more empirical evidence or substantive theoretical reasoning, we would recommend focusing on substantive content features first in any linkage analysis and adding formal features only later in the analysis and report the outcome as part of additional analyses and/or robustness checks, which can also further inform this discussion. 
How to combine exposure and content?
There are, of course, many options to consider when actually constructing the linkage. Again, the guiding light is the theoretical puzzle at hand. If the endeavor is to test for the effects of content in a specific medium (e.g., TV news vs. newspapers), it makes sense to organize the exposure measures per medium (e.g., Andersen et al., 2016) . If the interest is to test for the effects of content in a specific genre, it may make sense to distinguish between quality outlets (e.g., public service news and broadsheet papers vs. commercial news and tabloids). In cross-national or other comparative research, such distinctions might need to be based on functional equivalence in the absence of fully comparable outlets. For example, a tabloid newspaper in one country might not be comparable to that in another country, but they might still be classified together (De Vreese, Esser, & Hopmann, 2016) .
If the interest is to test for the effects of content exposure all together, it may make sense to create a single exposure measure. The same is true when there are no significant content differences across outlets (see e.g., . Of course, if content features differ substantially between outlets this obviously does provide a good rationale to consider a linkage approach. If summed or additive exposure measures are used, it is recommended to run genre/medium/outlet analyses to see if general exposure effects are (in particular) driven by specific outlets. If a person is exposed to positive news in one outlet and negative in another, this would lead to exposure to balanced news in a combined measure which might be of interest, pending the question. Of course, if the contents are basically identical across different outlets, a weighted measure will correlate strongly with an unweighted "mere" exposure measure. But it could still be of interest to "deflate" a high (unweighted) exposure score if the outcome of the content analysis shows virtually no relevant content, or vice versa in the case of a high degree of relevant homogenous coverage. At any rate, knowing about the content even if it does not affect the actual analysis is of course superior to mere assumptions about content.
In the absence of a specific (theoretical) question about medium, genre, or total exposure, the choice for specifying the exposure measures can also be made on the basis of the content features. If, say, all newspapers report in a similar vein about a topic, it may make less sense to differentiate reading these papers. However, as Bachl and Scharkow (2017) convincingly demonstrate, content analyses typically convolute and "suppress" variation due to coding misclassifications so it is wise to consider additional correction of content data before concluding a lack of, e.g., between-outlet variance (see Bachl & Scharkow, 2017 , for recommendations on correction).
In the absence of actual variation, it might rather be a question about how much content is consumed, regardless of the actual outlet. As an example, if all news is reporting negatively about the economy, it should matter more whether a respondent is exposed to less or a lot of news rather than which specific outlet s/he is exposed to. Conversely, if newspapers report very differently about a topic (such as the economy), this can be made visible by keeping the papers separately in the analysis. In general, it is recommended to evaluate the relevant content features first and in order to inform the choice of how to combine different outlets in the analysis and to provide information about the robustness of the findings if alternative specifications were used.
Let us now turn to an actual example of linking. We here look at constructing a weighted measure of exposure to the visibility of a specific topic. The weighted exposure measure (X 1 ) is calculated by weighting the media exposure measure using the following equation:
With exposure i,j,t the number of days respondent i reports to use outlet j in a typical week at time point t, and visibility j,t the mean visibility of topic X in outlet j in the period preceding time point t. This example is relatively straightforward. Media effects theory might suggest different additional steps to consider in the analysis (e.g., Geers & Bos, 2016) . Whether or not these are pertinent depends on the research topic and how prescriptive theories and conventions are. For example, if the theoretical question is about the impact of the absolute visibility of, say, the economy, maybe there is no need to consider other topics in the exposure measure. However, if the theoretical question is about the relative importance of the economy (vis-à-vis other topics), one might consider a relative rather than an absolute measure.
Some research suggests a primacy effect, where information is most impactful when it is first encountered, while other research puts a premium on recent information, and yet other research areas are agnostic or silent about this. Depending on the expectations, one might include for example a higher weight to more recent information (recent as in closer to the date of interviewing for example). Again, as a general guideline, and if such specification is used, we recommend reporting alternative outcomes of in-/excluding such a weight as additional robustness check and to be fully transparent of how such analytical choices affect the outcome. Accordingly, we will pick up this aspect again in the section about robustness and additional analyses below.
Another consideration could be whether to consider the mere visibility of a topic or also the valence (tone) of the coverage. We will return to the question if these should be considered to weigh in evenly in terms of relative importance. Again, theory might prescribe that visibility is the key factor to look at, or tone, or a combination, and extant research might be ambivalent. The same goes for, for example, frames, which can have a separate effect or one in conjunction with the visibility of the framed topic. In such cases it can be worthwhile specifying a model with visibility separately, one with tone or frame separately, and one combined to try and disentangle this question. Likewise, if one is interested in the impact of media candidate evaluations on sympathy for candidates in a campaign, one might want to control for the visibility of these candidates in the news. For example, when selecting content indicators, one needs to think about confounding factors.
Again, the general recommendation is to present one or more analyses, while evaluating the impact and robustness of the findings if alternative specifications were used. Such alternative specifications can be reported in a separate robustness section, notes or appendices, depending on the prescribed format or conventions.
Analysis steps
Once a weighted content score (combining data on individual exposure and content analysis) has been assigned to a respondent, this score is used as an independent variable to explain for example attitudes, behavioural intentions, or knowledge (i.e., dependent variable). The analytical strategy depends on the substantial research question and the research design. In cross-sectional designs the analysis specifies a relationship rather than a causal mechanism.
Panel studies offer (a) the opportunity to focus on change in the dependent variable between the current wave and the previous wave and (b) analyze and use specifically the content between those panel waves to account for changes (or stability) in the dependent variable. Below, we provide a description of some of the more basic statistical models by which the data can be analyzed. In many instances, it is recommendable to run different specifications to test the robustness of the findings. Angrist and Pischke (2008) recommend running a lagged dependent variable model and a fixed effect model to bracket the true effect.
Statistically, several considerations play a role in determining an appropriate model. In many instances, there is not a single "right" solution and different specifications can be used to test the robustness of the findings. Important considerations relate to the temporal dependencies of observations, as well as variation across individuals that need to be properly modeled. The most basic model that is often chosen is a lagged dependent variable model. In that situation the score on the dependent variable in the previous wave is added as an independent variable. If the survey has more than two waves, standard errors can be corrected for the fact that observations are not completely independent-each respondent has multiple observations in the dataset. Additionally, time fixed effects (wave dummies) can be added to account for aggregate (overall) changes in the level of the dependent variable between waves. By controlling for this previous value, the aim is to achieve two goals: (a) the focus is on how the score on the dependent variable has changed compared to the previous measurement; and (b) unit level heterogeneity (i.e., differences across individuals that cannot be accounted for by the independent variables in the model (i.e., the media variable(s)) are captured by the lagged dependent variable. While these goals are sometimes achieved, this is not always the case.
First, if the correlation between the current value of the dependent variable and the previous dependent variable is very high (say above .9), estimation of effects of other variables will be problematic (see Achen, 2000 , for a statistical discussion)-a situation that is comparable with the issue of non-stationarity in regular time series. In that situation, it is recommended to subtract the previous value from the current value (difference) of the dependent variable and explain changes in this variable. Using a change-variable usually also solves the issue of heterogeneity: changes often do not differ systematically across individuals with different characteristics.
Second, the lagged dependent variable might not capture heterogeneity in an appropriate manner: there still exists variation across individuals that is not captured by variables in the model, which can cause omitted variable bias. One option to deal with this is to add individual-level control variables that can account for this variation-usually these are background characteristics, or variables such as political interest. In general, comparable to the context of experimental research, adding control variables can in all instances function as a robustness check for the findings from a simple laggeddependent variable model and in some instances, they might contain relevant information as well. However, if there is no a priori theoretical reason to expect an effect from a certain control variable, it might be better not to include it in the model for reasons of parsimony.
An alternative approach to dealing with respondent-level heterogeneity is to rely on a fixed effects model (Baltagi, 2001) . In that situation, dummy variables are added for each respondent (minus one) as independent variables to account for inter-respondent variation (least squares dummy variables fixed effects). 1 In that situation, the focus of the analysis is on variation within the individual, since all variance across individuals is absorbed by the dummy variables (and adding control variables does not make sense either). Unlike the lagged dependent variable model, after including the fixed effects, there is assumed not to be any autocorrelation left between the waves. Fixed effects can usually not be combined with a lagged-dependent variable because a combination will result in estimations that are not consistent, unless the number of waves is considerable (i.e., more than 5depending on the stability of the dependent variable and the level of respondent-level heterogeneity). Table 2 below summarizes the discussion above and the characteristics of each of the models.
A more recent application of panel modeling in communication science is the random intercept cross-lagged panel model. Baumgartner, Van Der Schur, Lemmens, and Te Poel (2017) point out that regular cross-lagged panel models do not distinguish between-and within-person changes well over time. They propose an adapted version of the cross-lagged panel model based on a multilevel logic-the random intercept cross-lagged panel model (RI-CLPM) (Hamaker, Kuiper, & Grasman, 2015) . The RI-CLPM allows distinguishing between within-person and between-person variation. This approach is beneficial to consider when modeling panel data and looking for effects of exposure to actual content as well. In general, per definition absent the model specification is a function of both the substantive question and the design and measures available in a study whereby specific models have specific (dis)advantages as outlined above.
Robustness and additional analyses
We have touched upon the need to check for the robustness of findings above in the respective sections that deal with the different approaches and substantive content (and formal) features to consider in a linkage approach. In more general terms, it is important to consider (and discuss) plausible alternatives to the specification a researcher chooses to present, to develop a sense of how robust or dependent on specific assumptions results are. When it comes to operational decisions researchers take in their analytic approach, Gelman and Loken (2013), for example, have warned of "the garden of forking parks," i.e. researchers taking decisions which are contingent on their data and performing analyses which might be plausible as such but for which equally plausible alternative analyses would have been possible as well (yielding other results). Also, recent more general discussions about reproducibility in the social sciences and concerns regarding "p-hacking" all point to the importance to demonstrate the robustness of findings (e.g., Gelman, 2015; Vermeulen et al., 2016) .
Regarding the linking of media content and survey data this means researchers should consider reasonable alternatives to their own operational decisions in order to demonstrate how sensitive their own analysis is to such decisions. Generally, for researchers using this approach this implies to consider different specifications of the above formula and document how findings change when different alternative specifications are employed. This can not only substantiate and strengthen the presentation of findings but also make a valid contribution to theory-building and inform future empirical research. Thus, a general advice is to assess different options and summarize these in footnotes or in a robustness/alternative specification section and/or in a technical appendix.
To avoid misunderstandings, and as discussed elsewhere (Schuck et al., 2016b) , the decision of the final model specification should not be driven by empirical considerations (alone) and non-consistent findings with alternative specifications do not refute the core findings derived from a theorydriven model. Rather, such differences can well be explained by the different emphasis given to certain content features in a given model, for example, or by different weights that are applied. This is not problematic as such, rather we recommend to report the outcomes of alternative specifications to (a) assure full replicability and transparency and to demonstrate the robustness of findings and/or their sensitivity to alternative operationalizations, and (b) to inform future research and further advance the theoretical and empirical discussion regarding the role and impact of such alternative specifications.
Factors to routinely check involve the visibility and prominence of a given content feature. Most approaches weigh in and match mean scores of a certain content feature with exposure (see, e.g., Lengauer & Höller, 2012) . However, such mean scores can be based on just a few observations or a large number. If visibility is considered, i.e., in terms of total volume or frequency of a certain content feature, there are different ways to weigh these in. One approach is to multiply the content score with the visibility score before combining it with exposure. However, if an analysis includes for example print and TV coverage the mere visibility of relevant items (i.e., content features) will typically be higher for print coverage because of media format differences-but likelihood of actual exposure to a particular news item might arguably be higher for TV news items.
The question how print and TV news items compare in terms of their likely influence also extends to the concept of prominence. Prominence is different from visibility in that it not only considers mere volume but also the placement of an item. The underlying assumption being that prominent placement increases the likelihood of actual exposure and processing of such news items (see, e.g., . Here the problem of how different placement within the same medium compared to another needs to be considered. For example, is a news item on the title page of a newspaper twice as important (i.e., prominent in terms of likely impact and attached importance as well as likely attention devoted to it) as an item on page 2 or further back in the same newspaper? Furthermore, as for visibility, the same problem of how different media compare to one another must be considered with regard to prominence as well. For example, if a news item on a newspaper title page is considered to be more important, how does this translate to relative prominence assessments for TV news items? Would one then, for example, also need to weigh the first item of the televised news more?
In general, more research is needed tapping into the question of how different placement in different media affects attention and likelihood of exposure (and thus relative prominence and, consequently, likely impact), but in absence of such studies researchers need to take reasonable choices and be aware that these can impact their findings significantly (Geiss, 2016; Wolling, 2002) . Additional formal news features researchers might want to consider include the size or length of news items, as well as the use of visuals or other visual features (such as headlines vs. text, etc.), for example.
In a recent study, Geiss (2016) takes a stab at some of these questions. He concludes that outlet-specific and fine-grained exposure measures are superior to binary measures when tapping media use in surveys. More specifically on the content features, he suggests that "news stories should be weighted with indicators of their salience [. . .] e.g. by their positioning or their headline size" (Geiss, 2016, p. 5) . He does not find conclusive evidence with respect to memory curves. He also does not find much difference as to whether news items should be weighted jointly by their length/duration and their salience or by their salience only. Obviously work on such content feature combinations is in progress and the field is yet too premature to make definitive recommendations.
Aside from considering news attention and the visibility and/or prominence of certain content features we also recommend paying special attention to the use of different possible weights to content features, the consideration of alternative content features as well as the simultaneous presence of multiple content features with theoretical relevance. If the same results can be obtained regardless of which content feature is weighed in, or differences are marginal, it needs a strong theoretical argument for why such analysis is still meaningful. Justifying and explicitly addressing ones' choices in this respect is much akin to discussions about the use of time lags in (pooled) time-series analyses which are sometimes justified and sometimes not (see, e.g., Wilson & Butler, 2007) .
To be clear, we do believe that such theoretical reasoning is of central importance to any linking analysis and can indeed provide strong reasons for why results based on specific modeling choices are relevant and valid. Obtaining the same or similar results with other empirical operationalizations does not per se refute a theoretically driven model. The same is true if other operationalizations which seem equally plausible at first hand lead to different findings. In any scenario, sound theoretical reasoning should instruct and guide modeling choices. However, such alternative operationalizations should be tested and reported to assure transparency and replicability.
Additionally, the same is true for alternative operationalizations considering multiple content features and their relative importance and relation to another. Weighting in one specific content feature when there are several other relevant ones, or even possibly opposing ones, can be detrimental to the conceptual strength of linkage approaches (i.e., the increased precision of effect estimates). For example, if there are opposing content features (e.g., one that is assumed to be mobilizing and one that is supposed to be demobilizing), weighing in only one without considering the other can be conceptually problematic. Focusing on one without the other might be less precise than considering both or their (outlet-specific) relation to another. Attempting to build in both does pose the question how such different content features relate to one another (both in terms of the direction of the assumed impact but also in terms of their relative contribution and/or relation to another, etc.). This could require subtracting one content score from another, for example in a study testing the impact of strategy framing on cynicism, which could also consider the presence of more substantial issue focus in the same coverage and not just that of strategy framing alone. There is no clear-cut answer how to deal with this and it again depends on the theoretical puzzle at stake, but when more concrete empirical evidence is absent, and as a general rule of thumb, it is recommendable to document the results of different alternative specifications and to discuss their respective underlying assumptions as well as their conceptual implications. Reporting the outcomes of different approaches can also inform other studies and contribute to future theory-building and an emerging picture of how such content features might relate to another.
Finally, as touched upon above, researchers should also consider weighing in time. For example, in campaign studies or any other design tracking the impact of news coverage over time and with reference to a specific event in time, it seems plausible to attach greater weight to news items published and thus processed closer to that point in time (see Vliegenthart et al., 2008) . Again, we are missing empirical evidence what a reasonable weight would be, e.g., with regard to the assumed difference in the impact of the same news item published 30 days, 5 days, or 1 day before an event. Thus, there are different options to account for such differences in timing, e.g., adopting a more linear approach or one (e.g., logarithmic) that attached even greater weight to the most recent coverage. Again researchers are recommended to test and report reasonable alternatives, not only to demonstrate the robustness or volatility of their findings to a certain operational decision but also to inform other researchers who can use such knowledge for their own operational decision or further theory development.
In addition to the alternative specifications, such as outlined above, researchers may also consider extrapolating from their content and/or survey data to create counterfactuals. For example, it may be estimated what effects would be if individuals were exposed more or less by using one or more media differently, holding the level of media content constant. Or what would happen if media use patterns were held constant, but if media content in one or more media looked differently. Such an approach was for example used in De Vreese, Azrout, and Möller (2016) and can help to illustrate findings and the magnitude of effects.
To conclude with, one of the key promises and advantages of any linkage approach is an increase in precision of the estimates and a closer link between theory and data. However, such precision is necessarily and inevitably compromised not only by the reliability of survey measures but also by the reliability of the other part of such data combination, i.e. the media content measures. As recent research has shown, low reliability of these components usually is connected to an underestimation rather than an exaggeration of effects (see Scharkow & Bachl, 2016) . Therefore, we recommend that researchers should reflect on the reliability of their measures and consider available correction methods and see this as further encouragement to develop or employ more reliable measures as otherwise they risk that the exact benefit of such linkage approaches, i.e., increased precision of their estimates, is compromised by low reliability of their survey and content analytic measures.
An example
The section below provides a straightforward example of how a content analysis can be combined with data from a survey to analyze how specific content features influence a certain dependent variable. The data originate from Vliegenthart's NWO-VIDI (2015 -2019 project "Media coverage as a catalyst for economic crises? Causes, content and consequences of economic news coverage." A content analysis of Dutch print media and a three-wave panel survey among a sample of the Dutch population in the period February to June 2015 were conducted. 4 Please notice that the analyses are purely a statistical example of how such data can be used in a linkage analysis; therefore, we do not go into further detail about any theoretical rationale that underlies the models we present down here or of any plausible alternatives which as we stressed above should also be reported and discussed in an actual linkage study. The analyses predict how exposure to economic news itself (visibility, which is a count of the number of news items) as well as an additional content feature (tone) predict what respondents expect with regards to the state of the national economy in the coming 12 months. This outcome variable is presumably affected by news coverage as aggregate-level analyses have shown (Damstra & Boukes, forthcoming) . Additionally, we analyze whether the strength of this effect depends on the prominence in the newspaper of the articles or the recency by which they are published. To come to the analysis, we followed a number of steps. The datasets as well as an annotated STATA code that describe the procedure step-by-step are available online as supplemental materials.
Within the content analysis dataset
Step 1. Generating a variable indicating the wave: First, a variable is created which identifies whether an article is published before Wave 1, between Wave 1 and Wave 2, between Wave 2 and Wave 3, or after Wave 3.
Step 2. Generating a variable indicating the week (recency moderator): Analyses will include a measurement of tone that is weighted by recency (more recent articles arguably would have a stronger effect). A variable is created that indicates the particular week in which an article was published. Following the approach of Vliegenthart et al. (2008) , the strongest weight is given to the most recent week and this weight gradually decreases. Because there was a time period of eight weeks between the waves of the survey, the last (most recent) week before a survey wave commenced was weighted by 8, the week before by 7, etc., until the last week which received the weight of 1. To generate results that are comparable to the unweighted measurement, these weights are divided by 4.5, which is the average weight, i.e., (8 + 7 + . . . + 2 + 1)/8 = 4.5).
As an alternative to this recency moderator, we also generated a variable indicating whether a news item was published in the two weeks before the survey wave or the weeks further away in time. The impact of recent articles (i.e., within two weeks of the survey launch) was weighted by 4 3 whereas for the others this was set to 2 3 . Accordingly, recent articles can later be given a double weight of those of non-recent articles, while altogether the non-standardized effect coefficients remain comparable (i.e., [ 4 3 þ 2 3 ]/2 = 1). Step 3. Selecting the news items of interest: The dependent variable is citizens' expectation of how the Dutch economy will develop in the coming year. For the purpose of this example, we therefore only analyze the articles that contained an evaluation of the Dutch economy; articles that did not carry an evaluation of the economy were discarded. In our article sample, 6,671 articles did not evaluate the state of the Dutch economy, and were therefore dropped from the analysis just as all other articles that did not deal with economic news. 1,211 articles remained that are used in the analyses.
Step 4. Constructing the independent variables: We construct a variable in the content analysis dataset that measures the tone of an article. Tone was measured using a scale that runs from −2 (completely negative) via 0 (mixed or neutral) to +2 (completely positive). The stories with an evaluation are used in the analyses. The tone varied over time and on average became more positive toward the end of the survey period (i.e., with every additional day later in 2015), b = .002, p = .020.
Step 5. Constructing the moderating variables: Additional variables have to be created to analyze whether effects of a news item's tone was stronger for items that were published more recently before a survey wave or more prominently in a newspaper. Respectively, the tone variable was multiplied with the recency factor or with a factor indicative of the length (i.e., [tone × length]/average length). Including these newly created variables in a linear model and comparing results with a model that includes the unweighted variable, we can test whether more recent and more prominent articles have stronger effects.
Step 6. Aggregating dataset to outlet/wave level: Now the necessary variables on the level of the individual news item have been created, the dataset has to be aggregated into observations per outlet per time period. The dataset is therefore aggregated on two variables: wave and outlet.
This means we get scores for every variable per outlet per wave. In practice, this means that we create a new dataset that has observations for the number of articles, the sum of the tone in those articles, and the weighted tone of those articles (i.e., tone × article recency or length) for every newspaper and for every time period. While aggregating the dataset, the researcher can choose to calculate the sum of all observations on one variable or the mean score. In terms of tone, this would involve (a) calculating the tone by adding up all the individual tone scores in a summed score or (b) calculating the average of all the individual tone scores in a mean score. In the following analyses, we used the sum scores. The advantage of sum scores is that the interpretation of effect coefficients is more straightforward. From this sum score, mean scores can still easily be calculated by simply dividing this variable by the number of articles per outlet/wave-combination (i.e., visibility).
Within the survey dataset
Step 7. Preparing the media exposure independent variable: The survey dataset needs to include exposure variables that measure how often an individual respondent is exposed to the media outlets available in the content analysis dataset. First, variables are created that indicate for every individual outlet on a scale from 0-1 how often a respondent is exposed to it. This means that in the next step in which media exposure data are combined with data of the content analysis results, values of zero will be assigned to respondents who were not exposed to a certain media outlet (i.e., multiplying by 0), and a score that is equal to the observation in the media content analysis for respondents who always consume a certain outlet (i.e., multiplying by 1). Second, a variable is created that indicates how often respondents are exposed to the combination of media outlets that are analyzed. This variable is generated by summing the variables that were created for the individual outlets. It functions as the "empty" media exposure variable in which media content is not taken into account.
Step 8a. Preparing the dependent variable: This is a straightforward step that is part of any analysis; also those not linking survey and content analysis data. Create the dependent variable that one is interested in; when using latent scales, reliability needs to be satisfactory in all the waves. For practical reasons, one gives these newly created variables a consistent name that ends with the wave number (e.g., EconomicExpectationNL_Wave1).
To improve the assessment of causality, analyses can control for the lagged dependent variable. This means that when the economic expectation in Wave 2 is estimated, analyses include the expectation respondents held in Wave 1 as a control variable.
Step 8b. Preparing the dependent variable (change scores): An alternative way to control for existing values is by using the calculated change in the dependent variable as variable to be predicted in the analysis (see above). This is particularly recommended when the correlation between the dependent variables of the different waves is strong (i.e., above .9). This dependent variable is calculated by the following calculation for every survey wave (except for the first):
Combining the content analysis and survey datasets
Step 9. Creating media content weighted exposure variables: The actual linkage of content analysis and survey measurement is done in the survey dataset; after all, that is also where one finds the dependent variable. New variables need to be computed in the survey dataset. For every individual i per wave j, we multiply the individual exposure to media outlets k with the presence of the content feature of interest in the specific outlet k. Hence, the formula that we follow is:
The self-reported exposure variables are already available in the survey dataset; the content feature scores need to be retrieved from the aggregated content analysis dataset. Therefore, the content feature scores are manually added to the syntax (i.e., do-file) that calculates the individual exposure to a content feature in a certain media outlet (Step 5 in the Appendix generated a spreadsheet with these results that can be used for copy-pasting). This needs to be done for every outlet/wave combination. In our case, we have three waves that we are interested in and seven national newspapers. So, three variables have to be created per independent variable, which consists of the summation of the exposure to the seven outlets multiplied by their respective content feature score (i.e., visibility, tone, or weighted tone). The reason to sum the scores of the different outlets is that, for this example but also in many other cases, no substantially differential effects for different outlet types were expected. In other cases, one may decide to calculate separate scores and variables for different outlet types (e.g., popular vs. quality newspapers; television vs. newspapers; etc.). Now, we have created a dataset with on every row a respondent's scores on the independent variables (i.e., how much exposure to a certain content feature) as well as on the dependent variable (i.e., expectation regarding the Dutch economy in Wave 1, 2, and 3).
Step 10. Reshape the dataset into a long format: If, a priori, one has no theoretical expectations that relationships between variables should differ for the different waves of data collection, these are most efficiently analyzed in one pooled model. To do so, the dataset needs to be organized in such a way that each observation represents a combination of respondent and wave. After reshaping the dataset, every respondent (n) fills a number of lines in the dataset that is equal to the number of survey waves (j). So, in total the dataset will be filled with n × j cases.
Step 10b. Creating z-standardized variables (standardized): Because many of the statistical models necessary to analyze panel data (e.g., fixed and random effects models, regressions with clustered standard errors) cannot generate standardized effects, it is necessary to manually create standardized versions of the variables (i.e., dependent and independent variables) that will be used in these analyses. Variables are z-standardized by subtracting the mean from the original scores and then dividing the difference by the standard deviation. While the unstandardized variables (Step 9) allow for more straightforward interpretation of effect coefficients, standardized variables give insight in the effect strength of independent variables and allow for comparison across variables.
Analyses
Using the dataset created above, we can analyze the causal relationship between the content to which people are exposed and their subsequent economic expectations. We start with an analysis of how news coverage affected the perceptions of the national economy in Wave 2 and Wave 3; Wave 1 is only used for the lagged dependent variable and to calculate the change score for the dependent variable in Wave 2.
Step 11. Analyze correlation between dependent variable in different waves: First, it is important to assess the correlation between the dependent variables of the different waves. In this example's case, expectations of the future national economy in one wave correlate on average at r = .65 with the expectation in the subsequent wave. Hence, analyses using the lagged dependent variable are most appropriate, because r < .90. However, checking the robustness of these findings with change models can further substantiate the confidence in our results. Accordingly, we present these as well for our final model (Model 4d, in Table 4 ).
Step 12. Check for issues of multicollinearity: Next, it is important to check how strongly the different independent variables correlate with one another to avoid or at least get insight in potential issues of multicollinearity. Table 3 shows the correlation table between the six independent variables of interest. With strong correlations between, especially, the self-reported exposure variable and the visibility variable (r = .85) we have to be careful about potential issues of multicollinearity and preferably do not include these simultaneously in one model. The strong correlations with self-reported exposure indicates that there was limited variation in visibility between the different outlets; so, the more one is exposed to any of the outlets, the more likely one is to pick up a certain visibility of the economic issue, irrespective of which outlet a respondent consumes. Although there is a moderately strong correlation between the visibility and tone variable (r = .51), this level of correlation does not cause problems when including both in the same model.
Because the variable "self-reported exposure" correlates strongly with visibility in particular and also with tone, potential multi-collinearity issues could arise when included in the same model. Therefore, analyses have been done with exposure and visibility simultaneously in one model as well as separately; so, potential differences in findings can be observed.
The correlation table also shows that the tone variable that is weighted by recency in both cases (recency I: decreasing weight over time; recency II: double value to items in the 2 weeks before survey wave) very strongly correlates with the original tone variable. This implies that the tone did not differ much in the different weeks before the survey waves. Because of the strong correlation between the original tone variable and the weighted tone scores, it is not possible to include these in one regression model to assess whether there is an interaction effect between tone and recency that amplifies the effect of tone (i.e., such a model would include variables for tone, recency, and for tone weighted by recency). Consequently, we add these in separate models and compare the effects (and effect strengths).
Step 13.
Step-by-step OLS regression analysis: Analyses are gradually built up. Having a dependent variable that is measured on an interval scale (0-10) and an independent variable on ratio level (i.e., number of articles, the sum of tone), OLS regression technique is the appropriate way to analyze this relationship. Because we have repeated measurement for individuals, we use robust clustered standard errors to correct for intra-individual correlation. Additionally, we control in the analyses for the wave of the analysis to account for time fixed effects. We estimate five different regression models that built on the previous model: Model 1-Analysis with only the lagged dependent variable; Model 2-Analysis which includes selfreported exposure to newspapers; Model 3-Analysis which includes the actual exposure to economic news items; Model 4-Analysis which includes the tone of news to which the respondent is actually exposed; Model 5-Analysis with weighted measurements of tone.
Model 1. Table 4a shows the results of the analysis with economic expectations using the lagged dependent variable (Model 1). The models show that the lagged dependent variable Table 3 . Correlations between independent variables: i.e., self-reported exposure, actual exposure to articles about economy (visibility), the tone to which respondents are exposed, and the weighted tone. has a strong impact on the dependent variable with a standardized regression coefficient above .60. This model without any other independent variables already explains 43% of the variance in economic expectations. In the next models (2, 3, and 4) , the R 2 did not increase. This implies that the inclusion of media content did not improve the overall prediction of economic expectations, but it still adds precision in the measurement as such. Model 2. Adding the self-reported exposure measurement to the model did not yield an effect of media exposure: Self-reported exposure had no significant effect. Model 3. In Model 3a and 3b, we include the visibility variable which indicates the number of articles to which a respondent has been exposed as estimated by the combination of survey (i.e., self-reported exposure to outlets) and content analysis data (i.e., count of news items per outlet). Separate models are run for the combination of this visibility variable with the selfreported exposure as well as with the visibility variable alone; the reason being that the two variables strongly correlate (r = .85, see Table 3 ) and the analysis may thus have to cope with issues of multicollinearity, even though Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) are yielded below the rule-of-thumb cut-off point of 10, VIF < 7.4. The analysis shows that substantially different results are yielded when both variables are included in one model vis-a-vis a model that only estimates the effect of visibility: Visibility has no effect when included alone in the model (3b), but visibility negatively predicts the economic expectations when analysis controls for self-reported exposure (Model 3a).
Comparing Model 3a and Model 3b for Wave 3, thus, showed that inclusion of highly correlated factors can significantly influence the findings. In this case, a marginally significant effect was only yielded when both the self-reported exposure and visibility variable were included in one model. Admittedly, the unstandardized effects are rather small. These unstandardized coefficients guide the interpretation of substantive interpretation of findings (i.e., the effect of being confronted with one extra newspaper article about the economy); yet, for the interpretation of effect strengths, one should examine the standardized effects (Beta) that are between small and moderate. Model 4. In the next step, we included the tone as independent variable in the model (Model 4a/b, Table 4 ). Because self-reported exposure and visibility correlate strongly (r = .85; Table 3 ), we do not include the exposure measurement in basic model (4a). The correlation between visibility and tone is moderately strong (r = .51; Table 3 ). We analyze the data with visibility and tone simultaneously (Model 4a) as well as with tone alone (Model 4b) to show the differences between both models. Model 4a yields VIF values that do not exceed 2.2; accordingly, no statistical problems occur when both variables are included simultaneously. Results show that visibility has a negative effect on perceptions whereas tone has a positive effect (Model 4a). Thus, when people are exposed to more positive news, they will develop more optimistic expectations of the national economy. When visibility is dropped from the model (Model 4b), the effect of tone remains positive and significant. Similarly, tone's effect remains positive and significant in a model that additionally includes self-reported exposure (Model 4c). In all these models, the standardized effect of tone remains stable and considerable.
Finally, we test a model with change scores as dependent variable to examine the robustness of tone's effect on economic expectations. Model 4d demonstrates that the effect of tone is significant in such an equation as well; visibility has a negative effect on changes in economic expectations. In this example, the change model, thus, replicates the findings of the lagged dependent variable model (4a), which demonstrates the robustness of the relationships that are established. Note. Cells contain unstandardized (b) coefficients with robust clustered standard errors (s.e.) in parentheses, standardized coefficients (b*) and probabilities (p; two-tailed).
Model 5.Next, we can examine whether the effects of tone vary when these are weighted for how recently news items were published or how prominently those were presented in a newspaper (i.e., longer length). Because the models that include both visibility and tone did not cause problems with multicollinearity, we start with Model 4a that was already presented in Table 6 , and then follow with a variety of weighted tone measurements. Model 5a is this basic model that provides the estimates for an unweighted measurement of tone. In Model 5b, tone is weighted by the recency of the article, whereas model 5c weights articles in the two weeks before the survey double as compared to the articles published in the weeks more distant in time (i.e., 3-8 weeks) . Model 5d presents the results for a tone measurement that is weighted by prominence.
The findings in Table 5 demonstrate that the effect of tone does not become stronger for weighted measurements. The standardized effects of tone weighted by recency (Model 5b/c) are very similar to those of the unweighted measurement (Model 5a; b* = .11). When compared to the tone measurement weighted by prominence, the effect strength even decreases significantly (b* = .06; 95% CI [0.03, 0.09]. So, in this case the findings are robust for different operationalizations of tone; it has a consistent positive effect, but this does not strengthen with more sophisticated weighting procedures.
Please note that the R 2 barely changes for any of the models when compared to the model that only includes the lagged dependent variable (Model 1). This means that the media content to which people are exposed does not explain much extra in terms of how economic expectations developed. So, while we find significant effects of tone and visibility, these are rather weak media effects. One can also infer this from the Beta coefficients that only marginally pass the .10 level, and hence point toward relatively weak effects. One explanation for this can be found in the measurement error that accompanies any (largescale) content analysis and self-reports of media exposure (Scharkow & Bachl, 2016) , making it unlikely to yield strong effects.
Step 13. Fixed effect models: Alternatively, one could analyze the data using fixed effect models. The advantage of this kind of models is that they make use of repeated measurements; therefore, such kinds of models can analyze the relationship between the content to which one is exposed and the dependent variable at t 1 , t 2 , t i in one model. The disadvantage is that such models do not allow the inclusion of lagged dependent variables nor time-invariant variables (e.g., age, gender, but also media exposure if only measured once). Table 6 shows the results of the fixed effect models. Model 6a shows that visibility has a positive effect on the economic expectations. This outcome is inconsistent with the findings of Tables 4 and 5 (Models 3, 4, and 5) where insignificant as well as negative effects were yielded for visibility. Hence, one can conclude that the effects found for models with visibility as only predictor are not robust across different estimation methods.
Model 6b (see Table 6 ) shows the effects for a model that combines visibility and tone as independent variables in one model. Both have a strong effect: Visibility a negative effect, whereas tone has a positive effect. This model, therefore, replicates the findings of Models 4a/b and Models 5a/d that were presented before. The positive effect of tone thus proves to be robust across models and the negative effect of visibility as well if tested simultaneously with tone in one model. Probably the positive effect of visibility in Model 6a turns negative in Model 6b that controls for tone, because both variables are correlated (r = .51, see Table 3 ). So, visibility in a model that does not control for tone (6a), may partly function as a proxy for the tone. Because economic news coverage in the period of study was relatively positive, higher values of visibility thus do not only indicate reading more newspaper articles but also reading more positive news. Once a model controls for tone (6b), the effects of visibility and tone can be disentangled.
Step 14. Random effect models (when possible): Instead of fixed effects models, scholars may conduct random effect models but only after a Hausman specification test shows that the coefficients are not significantly different from those in a fixed effect model. In our case we find a large and significant Hausman statistic, which means we should not use a random effects model, χ 2 (2) = 28.95, p < .001. Accordingly, we do not present those results.
Conclusion
This article revisited some of the rationales and requirements for conducting linkage studies. In a nutshell we believe that while survey data can say a lot about the use of media or about attitudes, survey data alone are hard to interpret in the absence of knowledge about the content of the media. The article provided an overview of different types of linkage studies and how these are currently conducted. In a more practical section, the article discussed which survey and content items to use in an analysis, what types of analyses are available, what alternative specifications could be considered, and it provided a step-by-step example. Throughout the article we tried to provide insights on which considerations and choices are available when conducting linkage analyses. We have explicitly refrained from prescribing a single approach, and offered mostly advice on what to consider, test, and report. That said, as we summarized throughout the article we consider this advice essential to linkage analyses: (1) include exposure measures in the survey in the most granular and detailed way possible (time and resources permitting) to allow for multiple approaches in subsequent linkages; (2) focus on substantive content features first in any linkage analysis and add formal features only later in the analysis (and report the outcome as part of additional analyses and/or robustness checks); (3) evaluate the robustness of the findings by testing alternative specifications (and report these); (4) be attentive to the choice of model specification which should be a function of both the substantive question and the design and measures available in a study; and (5) reflect on the reliability of the content measures and consider available correction methods.
In general, to advance linkage studies documenting alternative specifications and explicating the underlying assumptions can inform other studies and contribute to future theory-building and modeling choices. We hope this provides a useful reference in the continued pursuit of optimal design, measurement, and analysis of linkage studies in communication science.
Notes

